Gamma radiation and thermal-induced effects on the spectral performance of BACs in Bi/Er codoped aluminosilicate fibers.
The results of γ-radiation (2-72 kGy) and thermal-induced effects on BACs in Bi/Er codoped aluminosilicate fibers (BEDF) have been presented first in this paper. We observed that the radiation effect on on-off gain and optical absorption associated with BAC-Al and BAC-Si was insignificant, while the effect on luminescence was considerable. However, the effect on luminescence is caused by the radiation-induced darkening, which is likely linked to thermal bleachable Al-OHC point defects generated by γ-radiation. We carried out the thermal experiment and observed thermal bleaching of the γ-irradiated fiber at a low temperature of 300 °C. The observations indicate that, while γ-radiation could introduce significant background loss, BAC-Al and BAC-Si are fairly radiation resistant. This is the first time that BACs show good radiation resistance in irradiated BEDFs.